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Donna Kaz was 24 years old when she moved to New York City in the fall of 1977 to pursue a

career in theatre. She rented a spacious loft apartment on gritty Fifth Avenue in Chelsea and

landed a job serving beers and burgers at the classic bar, Jimmy Day's, in Greenwich Village.

She was on her way until a tall, blonde, handsome actor sat in her station during a lunch shift.

That actor was William Hurt who swept Kaz off her feet and carried her to Hollywood and back

for a three-plus year love affair that was both fantastical and physically dangerous. It took Kaz

fourteen years to begin to admit she had survived domestic violence. Once she realized the

extent of the abuse she had been subjected to she pulled a gorilla mask over her head and

became "Aphra Behn," a bad-ass feminist, activist and member of THE GUERRILLA

GIRLS. UN/MASKED, Memoirs of a Guerrilla Girl On Tour, follows the unmasked DONNA KAZ,

and the masked APHRA BEHN through their often surprising 25 year journey. In a braided

narrative that flips between 1977 and 1997, Donna Kaz describes, with an ironic and humorous

voice, what it was like go from being on the arm of William Hurt and an insider on the sets of

movies like Altered States and Bodyheat, to an anonymous outsider donning a scary gorilla

mask to protest sexism at Broadway'sTony Awards. Donna Kaz hobnobs with actress Kathleen

Turner and director Lawrence Kasden, while Aphra Behn organizes sticker campaigns focused

at the big New York City theatres which produce season after season of only plays by white

male playwrights. When the Roundabout Theatre's toilet stalls (in both women's and men's

rooms) are plastered with Guerrilla Girls' stickers stating: In this theatre, the taking of

photographs, the use of a recording device and the production of plays by women is strictly

prohibited - the Roundabout announces their next season will include two plays by women.

Aphra and the Guerrilla Girls take all the credit and go on to create comedic art and theater

that blasts the blatant sexism of the theater worldwhile proving feminists are funny at the same

time.That these two narratives--that of a young victim of domestic violence at the hands of the

successful actor, William Hurt, and that of an artist so fed up with sexism in the theater world

that she puts on agorilla mask and takes the name of a dead woman artist to provoke change--

have been lived by one woman is remarkable. Donna Kaz offers a very compelling first hand

account--illuminated by more than thirty behind-the-scenes photographs, stickers and posters --

of her transition from a silent survivor to an unapologetic activist. After reading UN/

MASKED you will be able to adopt the Guerrilla Girls' tactics, from making smart, funny art to

wearing fake fur masks, to organizing campaigns that influence change in the art and theatre

worlds. You will glean insights into what it is like to be in love with a man who is also your

assailant, and how the cycle of violence is an extremely difficult vortex to escape from. You will

find inspiration in the story of how Donna Kaz became Aphra Behn and eventually decided to

reveal how her early life dictated a path towards feminism and her ultimate decision to go

underground and become the feminist masked avenger Guerrilla Girl, Aphra Behn. This debut

memoir from Donna Kaz aka Aphra Behn, is a new addition to investigations into abusive

relationships and the tradition of feminist narrative nonfiction. It is a memoir of a woman-turned-

survivor-turned-radical-feministwho takes off her mask and, by merging her identities, reveals

all.

Donna Kaz's Un/Masked: Memoirs of a Guerrilla Girl on Tour chronicles the birth of a feminist. -

Ms. Magazine Through a narrative spanning abuse, activism and her urgent struggle to solidify



her place in theater, Kaz provides her readers with a dynamic storyline that keeps us turning

the pages in search of empowerment--hers and ours.Applying humor, candor, and in some

places, the form that playwrights use when constructing scenes and dialogue, we see how the

artistic mind finds solace and empowerment while navigating the trenches of love and

abuse.Kaz is in her early twenties when she meets Bill Hurt. Older than her, and much more

experienced in the nuances of relationships, in Bill we encounter a narcissist entrenched in his

own self-worth. For the next three years, Kaz becomes the target of his unfettered rage when

he feels insecure with his acting or his work.Eventually, we're propelled forward twenty years--

the late 90's--during which she becomes involved with the Guerrilla Girls, an activist group of

feminists who wear gorilla masks and protest the male-dominated arena of the arts. Along with

the gorilla masks, the women's anonymity is further established when they each assume the

moniker of a dead artist in a poetic attempt to represent and give voice to artists, poets,

musicians and writers the male industry of the arts renders invisible. Kaz assumes the name of

Aphra Behn, the first English female known to have made her living as a writer during the

1600's. Concealed behind the gorilla mask and Aphra Behn's name, Kaz finds a voice that

refutes the secondary and silenced inferiority meant for female artists in an industry that

produces plays, music, art and theater only created by men and only honoring men. The

Guerrilla Girls spent their free time advocating for their rights to be artists, to produce their own

work, to share with the world creative outlets that rest on female power and volition and to

open doors for the next generation of female artists entering this very patriarchal and male-run

platform of the arts.Being a Guerrilla Girl and advocating for other women inevitably

guarantees Kaz the courage she needed to also express the abuse she suffered at the hands

of her intimate partner twenty years earlier. She not only named the abuse, but she also, finally,

named her abuser, which cut him off entirely from her life, allowing her to move on, fall in love

and marry. Most importantly, however, this articulation of abuse gives Donna Kaz permission to

assert herself as a writer, a playwright and an actor. These identities that position her in the

face of power, independence, and confidence over her work, evaded her while she lived with

the secret of her abuse--for he was the actor, the artist, not her. At the heart of this narrative,

we find a woman who locates in her art and her feminism the authority to finally see herself as

an artist.In her memoir, Kaz unmasks not only herself but also the way women are silenced in

the arts and in intimate relationships that function to subordinate both women and their

potential simultaneously. At a pivotal time when young women are finding their voice-as writers

and artists as well as individuals-we see how abuse can counter this budding promise. It isn't

until Kaz is in her forties that she does find her voice as an artist and as a woman, refusing to

be silenced by an abusive man who believed that his career as an actor was more important

than hers.In the end, Donna Kaz's memoir reinforces the need for more female artists to put

their voices out there through their writing, singing, acting, creating, producing and composing,

for it's our time to let the world know that our voices, our art, matters. No one has the right to

silence us, and our art gives us the courage to take back our power. - Marina DelvecchioFrom

the AuthorWhen I joined the Guerrilla Girls I promised never to reveal the identity of any other

Guerrilla Girl, and I will always honor that promise. When the original Guerrilla Girls' archives

went into the Getty Museum in LA we all had to sign a form whereby we either revealed our

real names or kept our real names a secret. I was told that most of the Girls chose to reveal

who they were in the archives. I chose not to because at the time the archives were placed,

around 2006 or so, I was still actively working as a Guerrilla Girl On Tour. And, I have been

active since then. For almost twenty years I have been addressing sexism in the performing

arts, among other issues, as Aphra Behn in a mask, which has been a great tool to shed light



on the fact that women, women of color, and artists of color are not represented in the theatre

as often or as equally as white men have been. There is a line in one of Guerrilla Girls On

Tour's plays, "Feminists are Funny:"- "I think it's pathetic that I have to wear a gorilla mask and

take the name of a dead woman artist to get people to think about discrimination in theatre.

Discrimination is everywhere!" And this is true. When we began informally gathering statistics

in 1997 we found that less than 17% of all plays produced in the US were written by women.

Now it has risen to about 20%. Change is happening but very, very slowly. The good news is

that other groups, like 50/50 in 2020, the Kilroys, LA Female Playwrights Initiative, etc., have

formed to help us address gender parity in theatre. I will always look for ways to address and

attack sexism in theatre as Aphra Behn but in revealing that I am really Meryl Streep, I mean

Donna Kaz, I do not lose my activist identity, I am just merging my two selves. The mask and

the name have been useful tools for me but at this moment in time I stand up as a theatre artist

and say that if the theatre community continues to keep women's and artists of color's voices

out, they will not evolve. So while my gorilla mask served its purpose, as a fun way to get

attention, it is time for me to move on. I hope my book and my 'unmasking' will inspire a

younger generation of activist and artist to take up the cause. From the Inside FlapWinner Best

Nonfiction Book of 2017 - Devil's Kitchen Literary Festival! UN/MASKED, Memoirs of a

Guerrilla Girl On Tour follows the surprising 25 year journey of a young, New York City actress

swept off her feet by rising star William Hurt, who carries her to Malibu and back for a three-

plus year love affair that is both fantastical and physically dangerous. When Nicole Brown

Simpson and Ron Goldman are murdered in Brentwood she hears a bell go off, awakening her

angry, activist spirit. Always an outsider, she takes one step further into invisibility and

becomes a Guerrilla Girl, a feminist activist who never appears in public without wearing a

rubber gorilla mask and who uses the name of a dead woman artist instead of her own. As a

Guerrilla Girl, Aphra Behn creates comedic art and theater that blasts the blatant sexism of the

theater world while proving feminists are funny at the same time. These two narratives--that of

a young victim of domestic violence at the hands of a successful actor and that of an artist so

fed up with sexism in the theater world that she puts on a gorilla mask and takes the name of a

dead woman artist to provoke change--have been lived by one woman. Donna Kaz offers her

compelling firsthand account--illuminated by more than thirty behind-the-scenes photographs,

stickers and posters --of her transition from a silent observer to an unapologetic activist. This is

the memoir of a woman-turned-survivor-turned-radical-feminist who takes off her mask and, by

merging her identities, reveals all. From the Back Cover "A vivid memoir of an eager,

energetic woman of the theatre confronting sexism in love and art. It's also a rare first-hand

account of life inside the famed Guerrilla Girls, those gorilla-masked artists and performers

who made feminist protest daring, original and fun." - Katha Pollitt, The Nation Columnist, poet,

essayist and author "Fierce, funny and shrewd, much like the Guerrilla Girls themselves,

Donna Kaz aka Aphra Behn has written a memoir filled with so much hope and frustration it's

impossible to put down. A page-turning how-to about changing the world, and the challenges

therein." - Theresa Rebeck, playwright (Seminar), television writer (Smash) and novelist (I'm

Glad About You). "Donna Kaz's book is more than a wildly entertaining snapshot of 80s art

culture. More than an answer to the question of, "Who were those crazy feminist activists

behind the gorilla masks?" It is a generous, fearless, often hilarious coming of age tale that

takes Kaz from being a victim of domestic abuse in Hollywood to becoming an artist and part

of one of the most unforgettable art protest groups of our time." - Elissa Schappell, author of

"Use Me" and "Blueprints for Building Better Girls" "I loved this book by a woman with dreams

that don't get realized but she makes her life work, no matter what, and tells her story with such



honesty and clarity. An incredible achievement. It is unique, original and Donna Kaz is what

Arthur Penn would say, somethin' else." --Estelle Parsons, Oscar winning actress "A unique

chronicle of an artist/warrior's journey through love, politics, creativity and violence, from

someone who has lived through the social issues of our time. A compelling read and ride

written in the voice of both an observer and participant of an engaging and relevant life." - Patti

Occhiuzzo Giggans, Executive Director, Peace Over Violence "In alternating chapters and

eras, Donna Kaz's memoir divulges her secret lives. In the '70s her public identity was that of a

struggling actress and girlfriend of a famous Hollywood star, while privately she was a victim of

domestic violence, chillingly addicted to her life-threatening relationship. Two decades later she

began a nineteen-year career as an activist with the clandestine arts gender-justice warriors

The Guerrilla Girls, granting the reader a security pass into a mysterious and renowned

revolutionary arts secret society. A compelling and page-turning read, and a testament that

fighters for fairness and justice are not born: they are made." - Kia Corthron, playwright "A

rollicking ride of a memoir. Donna Kaz aka Aphra Behn takes us from Hollywood to Broadway

and back with some wonderful twists and turns of real live feminist activism in between. UN/

MASKED is a 21st century artist turned activist success story for the rest of us." - Kate

Bornstein, author of A Queer and Pleasant Danger About the AuthorDonna Kaz is a

multigenre writer and the author of Performing Tribute 9/11; The Wanderer; Waiting; Food, the

Musical; and JOAN, voted Best Production of 2000 by the Scranton Times. Her alter ego,

Aphra Behn, is a performer, a playwright, a producer, and the artistic director of Guerrilla Girls

On Tour! They both live in New York City.  Read more
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Hughes1MASKEDAS A CHILD I FELT POWERFUL. A faint but steady motor fluttered inside

my rib cage, lifting my raw and fearless soul with every fanciful step I took. I was smart. I was

beautiful. I was second-generation Polish-American. I could do anything. These characteristics

would catapult me directly into an amazing adult life.I would have gotten there had I not moved

to New York City in the fall of 1977 and walked south down Fifth Avenue to Greenwich Village

to look for work. I would have gotten there if the manager at Jimmy Day’s Bar and Restaurant

on West 4th Street and Barrow had not hired me on the spot. I would have gotten there if the

actor who worked at the theatre around the corner had not decided to have lunch at Jimmy

Day’s my first week on the job.For a long time I have attempted to rewind my narrative back to

the confident young woman whose life lay before her. I have put my hands on her memory,

pried it open, groped around and around to catch hold of who she was. I need her back. The

artist on the brink cannot see the danger ahead. I want to tell her how precious is her talent. I

want to tell her danger never looks like danger until it is too late. Her original, primal force is not

to be given away.I cannot do any of that. All I can do is take the rubber gorilla mask from the

dressing room table and slip it over my head. All I can do is make my way to the wings and wait

for my cue. All I can do is run onstage and grunt and growl and pound my chest until the

audience laughs and claps and hollers and finally weeps when they understand I am here to

tell them there are women all over the world who have been kept from living the lives they were

born to, like me.2NEW YORK CITY1977: A RENTED U-HAUL TRAILER HITCHED to the rear

of my brother Ken’s Oldsmobile contains all of my possessions. Both car and trailer barely fit

onto the narrow roadway of the 59th Street Bridge. We are headed for Manhattan. I am moving

from Long Island to New York City to be an actress. Each time the trailer grinds against the

side railing I think of the young, strong, smart, and funny female characters in brand-new plays

I will soon have the chance to portray onstage.Scrape! A pirate. Scrape! An Olympian. Scrape!



A scientist.My possessions barely fill the small bedroom in the big loft I have rented with two

other women on the corner of 19th Street and Fifth Avenue. I use the near-empty fifteen

hundred square feet to rehearse one-minute audition monologues and sixteen-bar songs.I rise

at dawn to attend open calls and appointments. I read pages from new plays, do my best to

interpret vapid teenagers, despondent servants, and oversexed prostitutes with panache.

Where are the smart female roles? I want to ask the men writing these plays, How about

writing the part of a woman pirate with good leadership skills? I do not audition for a single

character I would actually like to portray.1982: I become a playwright.My beloved friend and

creative partner, Charles T. Harper, takes poems and journal entries I have written over the

past ten years and together we shape them into my first play, which he directs and stages in

the parlor of his spacious Upper West Side apartment. We cast the best actors we know and

invite all our friends. It is a particular and personal artistic success. Soon afterwards I begin a

new full-length play.My new full-length play is picked up by a producer who invests in a

workshop production. Charles directs. I use the play as a writing sample and receive a coveted

invitation to the artists’ colony Yaddo to develop it. While I began writing plays for myself to act

in, I soon lose the desire. I am content being just a playwright.To earn a living I wait tables in a

brand-new, cavernous restaurant across from Lincoln Center. Everyone who waits tables here,

or most likely anywhere in New York for that matter, is really an artist: an actor or a writer or a

dancer or a singer. Artists are good waiters because both jobs require some of the same skills.

You have to have energy and passion. You have to be a fast thinker, be able to improvise. You

have to use your imagination to invent descriptions of food you have never tasted and wines

you have never sipped. You have to pretend there is no place you would rather be and nothing

you would rather be doing than scribbling down, on a grease-stained dupe pad, precisely how

someone wants their burger cooked.At 7 p.m., an hour before every single person seated in my

section has to have a glass or two of cheap wine, finish their this-is-much-too-big-for-one-

person entrée, drink a cup of thin coffee, and split a gooey dessert, my muscles tingle with the

anticipation and eagerness of an opening night. I will make sure every one of my customers

has an entertaining experience akin to the other show they will soon see at Lincoln Center.

Waiting on tables is giving the performance of my career, table after table, night after night.So

why go home after my shift is through for a good night’s sleep in order to rise early to write the

next day? My artistic aspirations are spent and satisfied during my wait shift. A quick drink at

the bar to unwind turns into two, then three. I get home later and later. On some nights I stay

until the sun comes up, head home to crash for a few hours before I rise and repeat the pattern

over and over again.1986: My writing slows and stalls. Just when it seems I am going to be

gobbled up by my routine and wait tables forever, the producer who picked up my first full-

length play offers me a job with her film development company. I start as a script reader, writing

detailed analysis, called coverage, of what potential, if any, newly published novels have to be

made into feature films. When the company produces their first movie I am sent on location to

Philadelphia and thrown onto the crew as an assistant director. I love this new work, and so

when the company closes their New York office and offers me a position in their Los Angeles

branch, I accept.It takes me only a few months to understand that Los Angeles and the film

business is a misogynistic twilight zone.PRODUCER: What are we shooting?ME: The part

where JANE DOE discovers radioactivity.PRODUCER: What’s she wearing in that?ME: A lab

coat.PRODUCER: Change it to a black leather catsuit.I exaggerate (but not by much).In Los

Angeles I am pulled back into writing for the theatre by understanding I will probably not find a

welcoming place in film. I am in my thirties and already considered ancient. I have no interest in

writing for the screen because movies about interesting women are rarely made. The



production crew of the first film I worked on employed only a handful of women. I must return to

my first love, the theatre, and its parity, equal opportunity, and diversity. I crack open a fresh

notebook and go back to writing plays.1994: After eight years in film and television, I wake up,

get in my car, drive to LAX, and board a plane back to New York City. Get me the hell out of

here, I whisper to the flight attendant who scans my ticket. Somewhere over Milwaukee, as I

sip from a minibottle of Chardonnay, I fantasize that my return to New York City theatre will

finally rid my life of sexism in the arts forever.My first day back in Manhattan I pick up the New

York Times to find out what is playing around town. Why, plays by men are playing around town

… plays by white men. Almost all of the plays being produced in New York City are written by

white men, directed by white men, designed by white men, and the artistic directors of the

companies I aim to send my scripts to are also white men. The current theatre scene is

overwhelmingly dominated and therefore controlled by white men, which can only mean one

thing: no matter how good my plays are, they will never see the light of day unless I am a

man.Perhaps LA was not so bad after all.I ignore the sad statistics about New York City theatre

and dutifully submit my scripts to theatres for development. I quickly find myself a New York

City playwright stuck in development hell. My plays are read and revised, read and revised,

read and revised over and over, again and again.LIGHTS UP on Producer’s Office, 1501

Broadway, New York City.PRODUCER (male) and PLAYWRIGHT (female) are in the middle of

a meeting.PRODUCERLoved your script. Let’s do a reading of it!BLACKOUTLIGHTS UP on

Producer’s Office, the following month.PLAYWRIGHTI learned so much from that reading.

Here’s my second draft.PRODUCERGreat! Let’s do a reading of it.BLACKOUTLIGHTS UP on

Producer’s Office, the following month.PLAYWRIGHTI learned so much from the second

reading. Here’s my third draft.PRODUCERGreat! Let’s do a reading of it.BLACKOUTLIGHTS

UP on Producer’s Office, the following month.PLAYWRIGHTI learned so much from the third

reading. Here’s my fourth draft.PRODUCERGreat! Let’s do a reading of it!PLAYWRIGHT goes

to WINDOW. Opens it. Climbs out as LIGHTS FADE.It began to sink in. I am notthe

rightgender.What to do? Return to LA. Become a man. Tackle sexism in theatre. I discard the

easiest choice, the hardest choice, and lunge for the most righteous. People just do not realize

what is happening, I think. When everyone is hip to how sexist Broadway and off-Broadway is,

they will not buy tickets. If people do not buy tickets, the theatre will collapse. Producers will

have no choice but to produce plays by women. There is a tragedy on Broadway and it isn’t

Electra, and, by golly, I am going to make sure people know about it!Around this time the

Dramatists Guild, a national advocacy organization, announces a panel discussion for women

playwrights. Perhaps I can start my campaign for women playwrights there. I enthusiastically

show up.— Oh, just ignore all those producers and produce your own plays yourself! Stop

whining and waiting for someone else to put your play on. It’s that simple!The woman on the

Dramatists Guild panel is flipping her heels up and down on the carpet under the table,

practically kicking in glee, proud of her gumption and ability to coax a shitload of cash

donations from family and friends to self-produce her plays. I raise my hand.— There is nothing

wrong with producing your own plays, I say, but why is self-production the only alternative?

Why aren’t plays by women produced?I hear faint mumbles of agreement come from several

other women in the room. Then another playwright stands up and asks if perhaps the problem

is discrimination.The woman on the panel gulps.— Did you just say dis-crim-in-a-tion!? Why,

it’s the nineties, for gosh sake!I rip my copy of the New York Times out of my bag and open it to

the theatre listings.— Look at the listings. There is just one play by a woman in the entire lot. If

that’s not discrimination, what is it?— Good point, a woman playwright to my right whispers.—

Things will never change until we find out why plays by women are not produced, says



another.A few of us linger when the meeting is over. One of them, playwright Anne Harris,

proposes that we continue the discussion. The director of special events at the Guild agrees

and puts us on the calendar. The following month we facilitate a meeting at the Guild called

“Producing Plays by Women,” which begins as a quiet sharing of statistics and quickly

dissolves into a strident bitch fest. For ninety minutes women playwrights stand up and share

their stories of being kept out of the white boys’ club that is theatre, culminating in a collective

cry: WHERE ARE THE WOMEN?LIGHTS UP on ARTISTIC DIRECTOR standing center stage

in front of the curtain before a show. He addresses the audience.ARTISTIC DIRECTORFinally,

we are pleased to announce that the theme of this year’s Every-Seventh-Tuesday-Night

reading series in our black box/off-off-off Broadway space located in the abandoned smallpox

hospital on Roosevelt Island will be Worthy New Works by Emerging Women. The first play to

be read will be a drama by Agatha Christie.This memoir is interrupted by a woman on hold to

Telecharge.WOMAN ON HOLD TO TELECHARGEPlease! I really don’t care about women in

theatre, I just want to see a good show! Besides, this issue does not affect me. There are so

many much more important issues that need my support. People are starving. Violence is

rampant. The climate is out of control. Stop complaining that your own plays are not being

produced.MEIt’s not about my plays, it’s about the fact that there are no women’s voices in

mainstream theatre and those voices should be heard. The lack of equality affects everything

from world hunger to war. Without the vision of women and artists of color the theatre is like a

play without a second act!WOMAN ON HOLD TO TELECHARGEIf you think I’m going to pay

for premium seats to see just one act, think again!MEExactly my point.End of

interruption.1995: I am awarded the Quidel Corporation fellowship residency at the artist’s

colony Djerassi in Woodside, California. Back on the West Coast, I spend the month of August

working on a brand-new play in a private studio overlooking acres of secluded land next to Neil

Young’s cattle ranch along with two other writers, two performance artists, a composer, and a

visual artist.At the first communal dinner I sit across from the visual artist, a woman from New

York City. Between forkfuls of rice pilaf and sips of red wine, we discuss our work and the

current state of women in the arts. As we compare notes, we agree that both the theatre and

the art world are blatantly sexist. Sensing my smoldering rage as I recite the lack of women

being produced on Broadway and beyond, she reaches into her bag and pulls out the newly

published Confessions of the Guerrilla Girls.— Read this, she commands.— What is it?— Just

read it. I will talk to you about it when you’re done.That night I pace the floor of my studio and

devour every page of Confessions of the Guerrilla Girls. I get it. I so get it. I hear the message

as if a hot mouth screams it dangerously close to my ear—sexism is alive and well and living in

the art world, shout the Guerrilla Girls.The gorilla-mask-wearing, miniskirted, high-heeled, and

totally badass Guerrilla Girls: a group of women artists who funnel their outrage at

discrimination in museums and galleries into the creation of deft black-and-white posters that

humorously state the sorry statistics surrounding women artists: over 80 percent of the nudes

in the paintings in the Met Museum are of women, but only 3 percent were painted by women.

The Guerrilla Girls conclude by asking if, in order to get into the Met, women have to be

naked.The Guerrilla Girls wheat-paste their posters all over SoHo in the dead of night, slapping

up posters on construction fences, postboxes, and lampposts. They call themselves Eva

Hesse,1 Rosalba Carriera,2 Djuna Barnes,3 Lyubov Popova,4 and other names that are not

their own but those of dead women artists who have struggled and created before them. They

do this to avoid being accused of carrying out their actions to promote and float their own

careers as artists. Their posters are funny and poignant and force you to rethink what you

know about women artists and sexism. Soon everyone wants to know who they really are.I was



told that for their first press conference a member was sent out to buy guerrilla disguises to

cover their faces. This particular Guerrilla Girl was a very bad speller and came back with

gorilla masks instead. The mistake turned out to be the perfect look. With black rubber gorilla

masks over their heads, the Guerrilla Girls instantly turned themselves into modern masked

avengers in the tradition of the Lone Ranger, Zorro, and Catwoman.Well into the night I read

and reread Confessions of the Guerrilla Girls. I envision an attack on sexism in the theatre

world lurking in the text for every poster about sexism in the art world. What a coup it would be

to name the theatres that do not produce women playwrights or plays by writers of color. How

cool to prove bus companies are more inclusive in their hiring practices than theatres are.

Finally, the word would be out and theatres would no longer discriminate against women and

minority artists.On the last page of the book are instructions: How to be a Guerrilla Girl. Yes!

Wait. No. Alas, one cannot just up and join the Girls. But there are further instructions. Readers

should steal the Girls’ ideas, make posters, and form their own groups. Already there are

Guerrilla Girls groups from Pennsylvania to Paris. My spirit lifts and I am buoyant with the hope

I might have stumbled on a way to end sexism in the American theatre.The next morning on

the way to breakfast, I ambush my new visual artist friend at Djerassi. I explain to her the

Guerrilla Girls are exactly the kind of activist intervention the theatre world needs. I open

Confessions of the Guerrilla Girls and blabber on and on about how the tactics of the Girls

might be used to attack the theatre world. Then I ask her if she happens to know any Guerrilla

Girls.She lowers her eyes and looks around.— What? Do you know who they are? You must

put me in touch with them!— Shhhhhh. Not so loud!My new artist friend pulls me off the path

and scans the barbed-wire fence for anyone who might be close enough to eavesdrop on our

conversation. We are surrounded by nothing but cows. Convinced the coast is clear, she leans

her face in to mine and with a minty exhale whispers:— Yes, I do. You’re looking at one.How I

Became a Guerrilla GirlA short playLIGHTS UP: Two women on a dirt road surrounded by

cattle. Neil Young’s “Heart of Gold,” sounding acoustic and live, plays in the background from

an unknown source. The women, KAZ and POPOVA, are in the middle of a conversation.

POPOVA is leaning in, whispering into KAZ’s ear.KAZ(jerking her head back) WHAT?! Could

you repeat what you just said?POPOVAYou can’t tell anyone who I really am! Promise me you

will never tell a soul!KAZI promise! I promise!(POPOVA looks around. COWS blink and chew

cud.)POPOVAWould you like to be a Guerrilla Girl?KAZIs the sky blue? Is the pope Catholic?

Do vacuum cleaners suck? WHEN CAN I START!?(Dust flies as COWS begin to

STAMPEDE.)BLACKOUTLyubov Popova is the Guerrilla Girl I meet at Djerassi. Lyubov Popova

promises to call me as soon as the Guerrilla Girls are accepting new members but warns it

might take a while. Lyubov Popova explains that some of the Girls, like her, are burned out and

want to retire, but not before they make sure new and energetic members are added to the

group who can bounce the Girls into a future where when people talk about art they also talk

about gender parity. But, she admonishes, the Guerrilla Girls are a collective of women artists

with strong opinions and various different goals. Not all Guerrilla Girls are alike.Renewed by

the residency and ebullient with images of myself as a future-feminist masked avenger, I return

to New York City and throw myself into my work. I begin to understand what I am trying to say

as an artist. I weave together distinctive experiences with the erudition I have gathered in the

course of my life as a woman. I feel a heightened connection to the human race, as if it is

impossible to disengage from other human beings. This humanness is what makes me an

artist. I begin to believe that being an artist means taking responsibility for the world I saunter,

breathe, and create in. Is there a difference, then, between being an artist and being an

activist? I ask myself. It is often a sense of oppression that prompts me to create. As an artist/



activist I want to change the narrow, male-centered focus of the current theatre because I

believe it is for the greater good.ART + ACTION =In the fall of 1996, Anne Harris and I write a

letter to the executive director of the Dramatists Guild and ask him to put us on the agenda for

the Guild’s annual meeting. We want to talk about how we think the Guild might better

advocate for its women members.MEMOThe Dramatists Guild’s annual meeting is closed to

associate members. But there is a place to voice your concerns. The Guild has a women’s

committee.Anne and I search and discover a member of the Guild’s women’s committee. She

tells us that, sadly, the women’s committee is inactive and has been for some time. We offer to

help her reactivate it. With a few other women we form a steering committee and caucus

outside the Guild. We ask the Guild to give us space to convene and to post a notice of the

meetings in their newsletter. I fax the DG executive director to let him know I have found the

women’s committee and the dates we have selected as the first few meetings at the

Guild.MEMOOnly members of the Guild’s governing council can sit on Guild committees. The

women’s committee was initially formed incorrectly.I obtain a copy of the Guild’s constitution.

There is no reference anywhere stating who can and cannot sit on DG committees. Anne and I

schedule a meeting with the DG executive director. We ask him for permission to present to the

Guild’s governing council a proposal to outline the limited scope of our renewed women’s

committee. We are confident the Guild will not object to a bunch of woman playwrights meeting

once a month in their offices. The DG executive director tells us the steering committee is the

proper group to present our proposal to. If we write it out he will deliver our proposal directly to

them.— Who sits on this steering committee?— I cannot tell you. It is an anonymous

committee.— How many are on it?— Seven.— How many women?— Half.— Does that mean

four or three?— Thanks for stopping by.DISPOSED OFJuly 1997: Our ally on the women’s

committee gets a phone call from the DG executive director. The steering committee has

unanimously voted against reactivating the women’s committee. If we want to continue meeting

as a separate organization we can rent space from them. We request that the Dramatists Guild

publish this decision in the monthly newsletter.MEMONo.The steering committee/women’s

committee continues to meet outside the Guild. Perhaps our focus is too narrow. We ditch the

idea of the women’s committee and work on a new idea for a committee to advocate on behalf

of Guild members from all underrepresented groups. We bypass the DG executive director and

write letters directly to every member of the Guild’s council with our proposal. Tony Kushner

responds. He thinks it is a great idea. We wait weeks for more responses. In the end, Kushner

is the only council member who replies to our letter.DISMISSEDThe refusal to address the

annual meeting.The you-cannot-activate-a-committee-because-you-are-not-on-the-council

rule.The you are not allowed to meet with the council.The we will not even tell you who the

council is.The unanimous vote no from the anonymous seven.The denial to publish the final

decision.And every unanswered letter painstakingly crafted and addressed to the council

melds and mixes with all the other pushbacks I have experienced, i.e., leers on the sidewalk;

hisses from the shadows; books, songs, television programs, movies, and plays depicting

women as sex-crazed sidekicks, virginal martyrs, or empty-headed bimbos.I mean verbal

putdowns and nonverbal putdowns and gropes on the subway and hands up my skirt as I try to

take your dinner order, every little which way I am reminded there is not a chance in hell to

make a difference because I am a woman and that means I am— O—— U——— TOUT!All

these dismissals add up fast and become the last straw, the match in the mythical bra-burning

trash can, because as these recollections now tick by they pile up and gain momentum until

they explode inside of me with the energy of a generation.All right, Dramatists Guild! Two can

play at this game! I’ll show you! Watch this!!! My resignation will resound through the halls of



the Guild like an automatic gong stuck on repeat.TO: Mr. Peter Stone: President, Dramatists

GuildDear Mr. Stone,I am resigning from the Guild effective 10/1/1997Sincerely,Donna KazCC:

Terrence McNally, Vice PresidentArthur Kopit, SecretaryRichard Lewine, TreasurerTony

KushnerBoom!Boom!Boom?I sign up for playwriting support groups organized by women. With

other women playwrights I try to encourage everyone to press on. But in my heart I fear each

of us is buying into the message we are being sent by the theatre world: we are not producing

your plays because they are not good enough. Rejection letters pile up in the mail: their

contents swirl before my eyes.We’ve decided we’re not interested in your script.We have

decided not to pursue a production of your play.Your play does not suit our needs or interest at

this time.We have no place for your play.We’re not interested.Sincerely,The Literary Manager

(or perhaps in reality Joshua P., the every other Monday from 1–2 p.m. Literary Intern/Volunteer/

Student)Then, in the fall of 1997, my phone rings.— Hello?— This is Gertrude Stein5 calling.—

Excuse me?— It’s Gertrude Stein, Guerrilla Girl, on the line.1 Eva Hesse (1936–1970),

sculptor and painter. Pioneered work in plastics, latex, and fiberglass.2 Rosalba Carriera

(1673–1757), Venetian rococo painter. Popularized use of pastels for portraits.3 Djuna Barnes

(1892–1982), writer of influential works of modernist literature. Author of Nightwood.4 Lyubov

Popova (1889–1924), Russian avant-garde painter, graphic artist, textile designer, and art

theorist.5 Gertrude Stein (1874–1946), American writer of novels, poetry, and plays.31977,

NEW YORK CITYI DO NOT REALLY SEE HIM as he stands in the doorway of Jimmy Day’s

Bar and Restaurant on West 4th Street in Greenwich Village. Behind him the sun wraps the

glass door and windows in gold. From my position, slouched against the end of the bar, all I

see is the outlined silhouette of a tall man holding a briefcase. When the sun moves behind a

cloud and the shimmering glass oozes clear to display the dull city street behind it, my eyes

adjust and there he is, looking lost and helpless.He is as perfect a man as I have ever laid eyes

on. Tall, blond, handsome as a model, gorgeous as a goddamn god.I push myself into an

upright position and stand firmly on two feet. Music plunks from the jukebox in the corner. I feel

pulled forward like a magnet; pushed from behind like a schoolgirl on a playground; jolted into

consciousness like a sleepwalker in front of a minefield.He is looking this way and that, unsure

of what to do, politely waiting for someone to guide him. Then his eyes land on me.— I’ve got

this one, I say to my coworkers, Adrienne and Maureen, practically knocking them down as I

bound straight for him.— Take any table you like, I command, and then immediately turn and

briskly walk away as if burgers are piling up under the heat lamps and the cook is ding, ding,

dinging the pickup bell.At Jimmy Day’s no burgers sit under the heat lamps and the pickup bell

is silent. The cook lounges in the hallway on an overturned plastic bucket, methodically peeling

potatoes. The bartenders, Mel and Gino, chew on plastic stirrers and dry beer mugs. Adrienne

and Maureen marry ketchup bottles at the end of the bar.He sits at a two-top and lights a

cigarette. I watch him dig through his briefcase and pull out a manuscript. He draws deeply on

a Winston, blows the smoke out of the side of his mouth, and opens the script to the first page.

As I approach the table he looks up just at the moment I pass. I circle back around and stop to

the right of his shoulder. His head is still turned to the left, looking for where I have gone.—

Drink?He twists his head around and stares up at me. He wears wire-rimmed glasses and has

a curved scar on his cheek. His blond hair is fine and soft. His chiseled chin holds the slightest

trace of a dimple. His lips are moist. His nose is faultless.— You’re new here, he says, more a

statement than a question.— Yes, I am.— What do you do? Besides waitressing, I mean.— I’m

an actress.— Theatre lifts the spirit of man. It inspires bold and noble thoughts. I congratulate

you.He holds out his hand, his palm open up to the sky. I feel my body pull away from the table.

His features melt into a grin full of straight white teeth. I place my hand on top of his. My brow



furrows as I feel his fingers gently wrap around my hand, one by one.— I’ll have a

cheeseburger and a half carafe of white wine.— What? Oh, sure.I pull my hand away, smooth

my forehead with my wrist, take out my dupe pad and pen, and pretend I am writing it down.—

Coming right up.He eats his burger neatly and drains his half carafe quickly. We exchange a

few words every time I swing by his table. When he leaves he asks me what my schedule is

and promises to pop in the next time I am working.In the weeks that follow I find out he is an

actor. His name is Bill. He works at Circle Rep around the corner, an off-Broadway ensemble

theatre company with a solid reputation for staging both new and classic plays. He is married,

but in the process of separating from his wife.What? I mean, I hope “separating” as in getting a

divorce real soon and not as in trying to reconcile with her.— You working things out with her?

— No. How about you?— Me? I’m single. I mean, not married. There’s no one, not one person

who is special, I mean, right now in my life.Stop talking. Play it cool.On slow shifts I spend a

few minutes at his table where we have brief, intense conversations. He is well-read and smart

and seems genuinely interested in what I have to say. With his face close to mine, he murmurs

heady concepts of art and life. His tobacco-scented words form a narcotic bubble and engulf

me in his own captivating little world.When I get off work I park myself at the bar and sip my

free shift drink, a draft beer, while I banter back and forth with the bartenders. I keep an eye

toward the big front windows and secretly hope he will walk by. If I think I spot him, my stomach

lifts up into my lungs and my entire body freezes, only to release with a nervous laugh when I

realize it is not him.Sometimes he comes in with a group of Circle Rep cast members after a

show. They sit at a big round table, drink our famous heavy pour cocktails, and scream laughter

at each other over the jukebox music deep into the night. He introduces me around the table

but no one ever remembers me when they come in again. He is always the last to leave,

spends a few minutes just with me, hugs me tightly before he leaves.— I want to see a play

you’re in, I tell him on a slow, muggy afternoon.— Fine. When it’s right I’ll get you a ticket.He

holds me close, takes my hand and squeezes it as if to send me a secret signal, a signal that

says, wait.I do not have time to wait. I am an artist with a plan: move to New York City (check);

get a job (check); join a theatre company/dance troupe and perform (unchecked). Obsessed

with training, I take two, sometimes three modern dance classes a day, leaping across sprung

wood floors to frenzied drumbeats until I am drenched in sweat. Inspired by the downtown

theatre scene, I seek out experimental theatres and offer to sweep the floors of their offices in

exchange for the chance to observe their work. New York City in 1977, with its feverish rhythm

and glitzy grime, pops my eyeballs so far out I weep at art exhibits or in movies or just from

looking out of the window of my eighth-floor loft at the crazy gorgeousness of it all. I have finally

arrived and stand poised on the brink of a stunning career. The city is as desperate as I am,

and so I inject myself with all the terrifying beauty it has to offer and drink until dawn; do every

drug I can get my hands on; sleep with guys I did not go to college with.In the middle of all this

there he is, a part of my routine, present for almost every shift I work, a smile on his cherub

lips, his eyes gazing straight into mine as he asks me what I think about everything.Just before

Thanksgiving I find him out on the sidewalk at dusk as I finish up my shift.— I didn’t want to

come in.— Why not?— I wanted to wait until you were off. What are you doing now?— Going

home. Two early dance classes tomorrow.— Can I walk you there?— Sure.We arrive at a

building on West 19th Street, just off of Fifth Avenue.— This is where I live, believe it or not.

The elevator doesn’t work on weekends because it’s really a commercial building. There’s a

sweatshop on every floor but the eighth. And no intercom. You have to call from the pay phone

on the corner and wait for me to throw you down an envelope with the key in it to get in. Hear

that pounding? That’s a disco called the Inferno on the first floor. Every night my floor pulses



with the grinding rhythms from Inferno’s incredible sound system.Awkward Pause.— Well,

good night. I’m going to start up. It’s a long way to …He does not hear me. Just as I turn he

puts his arms around my waist and pulls me toward him, then skims his lips over mine. After a

pause he jerks his head away to gaze into my eyes for a moment and then kisses me.— Can I

come up?— No.We kiss again. Then three more times before I shove him out the door and run

up the stairs.We will not have a one-night stand. I will not sleep with a married man. Both of our

lives are bursting at the seams and are poised to collide brilliantly together. But it will not

happen tonight. As I take the steps up two at a time, I know I have made an important decision.

A mighty love lurks around my buzzing life and soon it will strike.The fall passes. I see him

almost every shift I work. The new year arrives. The spring comes and goes. He is there

through it all, as regular a customer as they come. Except he is the customer who sends me—

down to the ladies’ room to make sure my hair looks good—over to take an order so it appears

I have no clue he just walked in—across to the bar to control my excitement because he just

sat in my section. When our eyes meet I do my best not to run into his arms or let it show how

elated I feel just to be in the same room with him.
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K.E. Mullins, “Un/Masked....Great Memoir!. Un/Masked…exposes a very intimate side of a

woman’s struggle to enter playwriting, acting, and theater. It also addresses personal struggles

with physical and mental abuse and coming to gripes with the reality of being a survivor of

abuse.Aphra Behn uses these points of disappointment in her life to show women everywhere,

how to overcome and move ‘on. She shows you how your failures can also be your victories by

choosing not to give up on your dreams, but to keep moving forward with strength, love and

endurance. Her story in this point of her life is encouraging, life changing and remarkable all

the same. A page turning memoir of a Guerrilla Girl.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/nArbX/UN-MASKED-Memoirs-of-a-Guerrilla-Girl-on-Tour


MD, “we see how the artistic mind finds solace and empowerment while navigating the

trenches of love and abuse. Donna Kaz’s Un/Masked: Memoirs of a Guerrilla Girl on Tour

(Skyhorse, 2016), chronicles the birth of a feminist who uses feminism to overcome a history of

intimate partner violence that prevented her from seeing herself as a strong and vibrant artist

and woman. Braiding the narrative of abuse with the urgent struggle of solidifying her place in

theater, Kaz provides her readers with a dynamic storyline that keeps us turning the pages in

search of the ingredient that all women seek towards their empowerment. Applying humor,

candor, and in some places, the form that playwrights use when constructing scenes and

dialogue, we see how the artistic mind finds solace and empowerment while navigating the

trenches of love and abuse.Kaz is in her early twenties when she meets Bill, a famous and

charismatic actor who charms her into a three-year courtship full of sex, tenderness, bloody

noses, and bruises. Much older than her, and much more experienced in the nuances of

relationships, in Bill, we encounter a narcissist entrenched in his own self-worth. Unfortunately

for the young Kaz who becomes enamored with him, he is too strong, too overpowering, and

too manipulative for any twenty-year-old girl to see beyond his handsomeness and charisma.

For the next three years, Kaz becomes the target of his unfettered rage when he feels insecure

with his acting or his work.Donna Kaz skillfully weaves in and out of the abuse so that her

readers don’t get bogged down by the heaviness of violence, which she does not have the

power or the experience to flee. In contrast to the abuse she encounters in her relationship with

Bill, we’re propelled forward twenty years circa the late 90s. It is during this time in her life that

she becomes involved with the Guerrilla Girls, an activist group of feminists who wear gorilla

masks and protest the male dominated arena of the arts. Along with the gorilla masks, the

women’s anonymity is further established when they each assume the moniker of a dead artist

in a poetic attempt to represent and give voice to artists, poets, musicians, and writers the

male industry of the arts renders invisible. Kaz assumes the name of Aphra Behn, the first

English female known to have made her living as a writer during the 1600’s.Concealed behind

the gorilla mask and Aphra Behn’s name, Donna Kaz finds a voice that refutes the secondary

and silenced inferiority meant for female artists in an industry that produces plays, music, art,

and theater only created by men and only honoring men. The Guerrilla Girls spent their free

time advocating for their rights to be artists, to produce their own work, to share with the world

creative outlets that rest on female power and volition, and to open doors for the next

generation of female artists entering this very patriarchal and male-run platform of the arts.

Being a Guerrilla Girl and advocating for other women inevitably guarantees Kaz the courage

she needed to also express the abuse she suffered at the hands of her intimate partner twenty

years earlier. She not only named the abuse, but she also, finally, named her abuser, which cut

him off entirely from her life, allowing her to move on, fall in love and marry, and pursue her

artistic dreams:I steep myself in feminism, which I believe will eradicate any tracesof low self-

esteem, rid me forever of longing to go backward in time,and show my batterer I would make it

in this world without him…Yes,feminism will be the antidote to all my problems.More

importantly, however, this articulation of abuse gives Donna Kaz permission to assert herself

as a writer, a playwright, and an actor. These identities that position her in the face of power,

independence, and confidence over her work, evaded her while she lived with the secret of her

abuse, for he was the actor, the artist, not her. At the heart of this narrative, we find a woman

who locates in her art and her feminism the authority to finally see herself as an artist.In her

memoir, Kaz unmasks not only herself, coming out from behind the masks of both gorilla and

Aphra Behn, but she also unmasks the way women are silenced in the arts and in intimate

relationships that function to subordinate both women and their potential simultaneously. At a



pivotal time when young women are finding their voice – as writers/artists and as individuals –

we see how abuse can counter this budding promise. It isn’t until Kaz is in her forties that she

does find her voice as an artist and as a woman, refusing to be silenced by an abusive man

who believed that his career as an actor was more important than hers – that his creative

contributions were more riveting, more significant to this world than hers.In the end, Donna

Kaz’s memoir reinforces the need for more female artists to put their voices out there through

their writing, singing, acting, creating, producing, and composing, for it’s our time to let the

world know that our voices, our art, matters. No one has the right to silence us, and our art

gives us the courage to take back our power. As Donna Kaz so aptly puts it, “Only when

women’s narratives are equally heard can solutions rise to some of the injustices that plague

us all. Without the voice and the vision of women and artists of color, the theatre is a play

without a second act.””

Dan, “Shocking & Fascinating Counterpoint! A Real Page Turner!. I was surprised by the

fascinating counterpoint of Donna Kaz/Aphra Behn; Abuse Victim/Guerrilla Girl ! This shocking

contrast made "Unmasked" a real page turner! Being a theatre artist myself I was surprised

that I hadn't heard of the Guerrilla Girls and it was good to learn about this vital group of

women...Obviously their efforts have helped women in the theatre ---- recently more women

writers and directors than usual are being recognized by producers!The memoir becomes

increasingly gripping as the sad tale of her mismatched love match develops in contrast to the

increased urgency of Guerilla Girls' endeavors.The writing is intelligent, honest and

refreshing. Ms. Kaz is to be congratulated on her bravery..her achievement!.... as is Ms. Aphra

Behn!”

AJB, “Hard to put down!. After grabbing dinner one night last week, I walked down to Lincoln

Center with my book in hand. I was going to go to a coffee shop to read but it was so nice out I

realized that I could read by the light of the fountain in the Josie Robertson Plaza. How cool

was it that I was reading about the author walking down Columbus Ave after meeting up with

the guerrilla girls ( I had just walked those streets) and then she was heading over to Barnes

and Noble, which was right by where I was reading!! What are the chances??? I thought it was

such a great moment as I was beginning to read this book! (but maybe being from Jersey

makes it seem more incredible than if I were a cosmopolitan NYC gal!)Becoming acquainted

with Donna through her writing was very exciting! Of course the pain of her experiences also

touched me in a very special way. She such a strong woman to have lived through so much

hurt. I cried to know much she suffered at the hands of an abusive partner. I can't describe how

I wanted to jump through the pages to protect her from harm.The book was a page-turner and

it was hard to put it down. I ended up finishing it after 2 am the other night reading by the light

of one of those book lights so I wouldn't wake my husband up. It was actually nice to hold a

book and turn pages, as I read only on my Kindle.In today's world of women in the news

addressing abuse, this book is important to read as it really brings you personally into the

world of a strong woman, and shows how incredibly difficult it is to walk away from someone

she loves despite the abuse she has suffered.”

A. Evans, “An absolute must for theatre practitioners and a riveting read for all.. I sat on my

own in a cafe where I went for lunch. I took the book with me. I read it cover to cover. Non-stop.

Quite the rarity. I was absolutely fascinated and it got me questioning my practice as a theatre

maker of fringe theatre. I runa theatre company that promotes new writing for the stage. We



regularly invite both female writers and directors to work with us. My own writing often features

female issues and strong female leads and I guess that what I am saying is that I now realise, I

am a proud baboon boy ally! Donna/Aphra's work was and still is crucial in moving theatre

forward in its thinking. This book clearly crystalised my views and my own thinking. I highly

recommend it to anyone with an interest in creating work for the stage.”

The book by Donna Kaz has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 80 people have provided feedback.
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